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Abstract
The purpose of explaining all parameters as dimensions is to simplify our understanding of this universe. In order to achieve

this universe as a perfect system, the soul is also assumed to have parameters called soul level dimensions. Considering soul
level dimensions assumption will help us to achieve the closure. The present day science does it without considering the soul
level dimensions and hence the closure is not achieved.
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Introduction
The parameters which define and changes the properties of particles, fundamental forces and souls, for example, the
temperature can vary the properties of particles is known as one of the dimensions of particles [1]. Other parameters like
different forces, the pressure acting on particles, etc. are examples of other dimensions. For notations and terms in this paper
refer [1, 2].
1.

Relation or dependency between dimensions
One dimension can cause or generate other dimensions and also can vary the values. For example, ordinary linear
force/pressure acting on a particle can create the dimension called velocity. The velocity of particles can be varied
according to the value of forces applied. The velocity on particles, cause other objects to move. Thus each dimension
can generate other dimensions and vary them. For example, the force acting on the particles generate the dimension
velocity and if force varies, the velocity varies. In addition to this, if dimension temperature acts on a particle, it can
vary the velocity. Thus one dimension can generate other dimensions and vary them.
Other dimensions generated can be varied by new other dimensions, just like temperature varies the generated
velocity of particles. One dimension can cause variation of other dimensions at the same time, for example, when
temperature acts on a particle, it also causes variation in velocity along with density change or change of state. Thus
one dimension can bring the change of state also, for example, temperature. It is a very important dimension in this
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universe. This is for particles, but still, these dimensional changes happen based on certain laws or rules with losses
[3-10].

For example, when power transmitted via a belt to another drive, the frictional loss is encountered, thus making it not
perfect.

2.

Particle and fundamental forces dimensions
Considering fundamental forces, the main fundamental forces discovered in this universe are [5-10]:
1. Gravity
2. Electromagnetism
3. Strong forces
4. Weak forces
These fundamental forces act on particles too. For example, each C are held together by strong and weak forces.
Gravity acts on particles. When we take electromagnetic waves, there are parameters like frequency, wavelength, etc.
to describe them. Say these as dimensions of fundamental forces. We see the dimensions of fundamental forces act
on particles too. Similarly, the dimensions of particles can act on fundamental forces. According to the expressions
required, the relation between dimensions maintained; anything possible by perfect system [1]. Some of the
fundamental forces are visible and others not visible. Some dimensions are common to both particles and
fundamental forces, for example, temperature, gravity, etc. The high gravity makes the particles, fundamental forces
to get compacted and disappear. Thus the varying intensity of each dimension has different effects on prime factors
[1].

3.

Soul level dimensions
The soul level dimensions and its interaction with particles and fundamental forces are never explained before
anywhere in Science though consciousness explained [3, 4]. Here through this paper, I am discussing the soul level
dimensions and its relation or interaction with prime factors. The soul level dimensions can be positive and negative.
The positive soul level dimensions include happiness, humbleness, kindness, etc. The negative soul level dimensions
include pride, jealous, etc. in a fixed manner. Only a small percent of interactions (perfections) are proved by
termites and clouds. Simply we can say all the dimensions of particles, fundamental forces, soul and if more can be
said for each fundamental unit C. All the parameters that we see, feel can be brought under a single roof to explain
the phenomenon happening in this universe. Basically, we see in this universe parameters or dimensions for particles,
fundamental forces and soul (prime factors) only. Beyond these prime factors, more prime factors with new unknown
dimensions or same dimensions we see here with varying propositions may exist and they might have relations.
Thus this paper explains the interrelations between dimensions for prime factors, the particles, fundamental forces,
and souls [5-10].
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Conclusion
All parameters can be explained under the single word ‘dimensions’. Soul as a parameter along with particles and
fundamental forces is explained.
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